Attention Fellow Liberty Dollar Supporters:
Very quick... here are five items:
1.

The $1 Copper Ron Paul Dollars arrived today!!! WOW... Shipping will
commence Monday. All orders have been pre-labeled and set to ship ASAP.
Orders will be filled in the order received... But with 60,000 ounces to ship, it
will take some time. Thanks to the diligent Liberty Dollar Team in
Evansville, everyone should get his or her order shortly.

2.

NEW $10 Ron Paul Dollar! In celebration of our favorite candidate’s
successes and in response to inquiries... At least one mintage of half ounce
$10 Ron Paul Silver is now available. So if you want one or two or ten...
PLEASE ORDER NOW. Please note we are utilizing the obverse die from
the $1000 gold and the standard reverse die from the 2005 $10 Silver
Liberty... so this will be a double dated issue and as unique as Ron Paul!
Click HERE to order.

3.

The government has replied to our Amended Complaint. We now have
until December 14 to reply to their latest Motion to Dismiss. All the info is
available HERE.

4.

NEW $1000 Gold Peace Dollar! Have you gotten the Gold Liberty or Gold
Ron Pauls? If so you may want to consider the Gold Peace Dollar too.
Frankly, I don’t think we will get many requests, so every $1000 Gold Peace
Dollar will be hand Hallmarked with the special Peace Sign stamp and hand
numbered. Of course this dollar is market driven and available at a volume
discount and a steep discount to Liberty Associates. Click HERE to order.

5.

DEADLINE for $1 Copper Peace Dollar nears! Please remember that the
deadline for the ONE DOLLAR Copper Peace Dollar is November 20... just
about a week from now! Please order NOW. Both the $1 Copper Liberty and
the $1 Copper Ron Paul sold out at 60,000 each. If you want one of these...
for only a buck, please order now. Discounted price available to Liberty
Associates and RCOs. Click HERE to order.

These are exciting times for the Liberty Dollar and the upcoming election. Our country is
on the razor’s edge of monetary freedom or political tyranny. Let us put forth our best
effort to return our country to the values established by our Founding Fathers. Let us
return America to value – one Liberty Dollar at a time.
Thank you for your support and using the Liberty Dollar.
Bernard von NotHaus
Monetary Architect/Editor

